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Reviewer’s report:

I thought this was an interesting and relevant paper to my field in trial development and trial management. I thought the scope could have further considered what site training actually involves? Site training on recruitment techniques (and this was alluded to) could be different from site training on the importance of CRF completion.

I was glad to see the consideration of different patient populations was alluded to and suggested further research needed in that area. But the focus of this paper was appropriately generic.

I wasn't clear on whether the strategies discussed had been implemented during the course of the trial when problems arose or if they were implemented from the outset - if both - this wasn't clear either.

There are some typos noted throughout the manuscript and some percentages presented with n= in brackets and some the other way around - do these need to be consistent?

Line 45 - is the last sentence necessary in the abstract?

55 - "joint second" - with what?

114 - missing word "results of the survey SHARED with CTUs....

167 Paragraph - what is the different between robust monitoring and working closely with research sites and maintaining good relationships with trial sites (line 170) - aren't these the same thing?

Table 2 - first row - what does "database" refer to....? It's not alluded to anywhere else - does it mean monitoring of a database...?

249 - Is 39% "many" ?

255 - one and was need to be switched

302 - evaluated by CTUs should be considered (removal of word "was")

303 - missing word - ...could not BE identified...
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